
TUD internship on empathic lighting systems: Analysis of body posture for mood 
prediction from video 
 
Introduction 
Within a 3TU project on empathic lighting, we are 
designing a system able to recognize negative affective 
states of users, and adjust the lighting automatically to 
improve the users’ moods. This internship focusses on the 
mood recognition module of the system. 
Mood is a more subtle and long-lasting affective state than 
emotion, and relatively little research has been carried out 
on predicting it from audiovisual signals. Recent work has 
proven that series of emotions recognized from, e.g. facial 
expression analysis in video, can be used for mood prediction (Katsimerou 2014). 
Nevertheless, when it comes to accuracy, there is room for improvement. One such 
improvements could come from incorporating into the mood model the analysis of bodily 
expressions. The contribution of body posture in affect conveyance is very well acknowledged 
by a multitude of psychological studies (A. Kleinsmith, 2012): changes in a person’s affective 
state are reflected by the body form as well as the body movement. Unfortunately, the bodily 
expression of affect, especially mood, has been partially neglected by both psychologists and 
Affective Computing researchers. Because of the large size of the vocabulary of the body 
language, the dynamics of bodily expression in association with affect have not been yet 
thoroughly explored, as opposed to the facial expression, which is less complex (face is less 
deformable than the body in total). This internship will focus on reviewing existing systems for 
body posture categorization and recognition for video, towards enriching existing mood 
recognition models with body posture analysi from video. 
 
Aim 
The aim of the internship is to improve automatic mood recognition from video by including 
body posture information in the mood assessment process. A first part of the internship will 
focus on analyzing body postures in an existing video database annotated in mood (EMMA1); 
a body posture recognition system will then be implemented based on state-of-the-art methods. 
Finally, body posture information will be fed to the model developed in (Katsimerou 2014) 
towards improving its accuracy 
 
Tasks 
• Characterize videos in the EMMA dataset in terms of the Body Action and Pose Coding 

System (BAP) (Dael, et al., 2012) 
• Review state-of-the-art algorithms for body posture recognition from video 
• Implement one such algorithms for (real-time) body posture recognition from video 
• Augment the model developed in (Katsimerou 2014) based on body posture information  
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